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Above the sky, goose feathers of snow fell, and before long, the whole sea mountain was covered
with ice and snow, surrounded by thunderbolts.

Lei Ling spat out her tongue, "Brother, I, I think it's better to forget about it, let's
go home, this is too scary."

Lin Hao nodded, yes, it was indeed too scary, it was at this moment that Lin Hao
truly understood how insignificant the power of a martial powerhouse was in front of the might of
heaven and earth?

Lin Hao felt that a random thunderbolt from this sea mountain would be able to
blast him to death!

Lin Hao had no choice but to take Lei Ling back to the Tian Hai Lin family before
making any plans.

On his way back, Lin Hao's face became more and more ugly, because he found
out that a heavenly omen had really appeared, a crisis that would sweep the world, because the
abnormality was not only in the area of the sea mountain, but in the whole of Tianhai, and now the

whole of Tianhai had a howling wind and snow in June, and it was snowing so much that it had no
intention of stopping, the buildings and the streets were already covered with thick snow, and it

was extremely difficult for ordinary people to even go out, and the temperature had dropped to

-10 degrees!



When Lin Hao returned home and found everyone from the Tianhai Group
gathered here, Lin Hao realised the seriousness of the matter, I'm afraid that the sky had fallen and

the climate anomaly wasn't just in Tianhai!

"Hao, are you alright? I heard about what happened in Hai Shan." When Shen

Xiyan saw Lin Hao's return, she ran over with immense worry to check up and down if Lin Hao

was injured, her worry overflowing.

On the contrary, it caused Lei Ling to pout a bit aggrievedly, "Sister-in-law, you
are biased, you only have eyes for my brother, you are not afraid that Ling'er is also injured oh."

"What? Ling'er is hurt?" Shen Xiyan was startled, looking at Shen Xiyan's reaction,
Lei Ling was then happy again.

"Let's go, go to the meeting room." Lin Hao knew that now was not the time to talk

about this.

Entering the conference room, on the television in the conference room, an
emergency news broadcast was being shown, all the range of television stations in China, were
showing the same thing: Dear citizens, our country is experiencing extreme and unusual weather

that is rare in a thousand years, the south has started to snow in large quantities, causing a great
natural disaster, please take measures to avoid the disaster and try to go out as little as possible!
The north is experiencing a rare high temperature for a thousand years, please pay attention to
avoid the heat. Next, we have a bricklayer to explain to us the causes of this extreme weather, and
search and rescue teams, disaster relief teams have already set off, the military and the people are
one heart, we will be able to overcome this disaster!



Lin Hao's face was unspeakably ugly. This extreme weather would bring about a

horrible natural disaster, and countless people would be injured, not to mention the consequences.

The consequences are also very serious, not to mention that what Lin Hao is most
worried about is not the consequences of these disasters, but the turmoil in the martial arts world.

Whenever there was unrest, it was a time when either ghosts and monsters were

running rampant.

"These news are for the people to see, as far as I know, the situation is even worse
than we imagined." Mo Tianji let out a bitter laugh, "According to the news coming from my

intelligence department, the once southern, even the hottest equator, is starting to gradually
coalesce with glacial momentum, and the sea has already started to freeze!"

"And near the Arctic and some other countries, the ice is melting in droves, at an
extremely fast rate, it's not a matter of two levels of conversion anymore."

Lin Hao took the information directly and watched it, the situation was bad? Pao

Yi Wu Yi Wu Pao? Gao, heaven and earth have changed suddenly, and the whole world has

suffered drastic effects.

For example, countries covered with snow and ice all year round suddenly melted

to usher in high temperatures, and heatstroke occurred at any time, while places with four seasons
like spring were snow-capped, and many people froze to death without adapting at once.



This sudden change of events swept across the globe in almost a matter of hours.

At the same time there were many places where unknown islands appeared, or a
mountain suddenly sprang up. These sudden islands and mountains appeared in a similar situation
to the sea mountains, with very extreme forces of nature intervening.

For example, an island sprang up in the southern seas, which was covered in

flames and burned all year round, and in the most extreme case, was covered in ice and snow all

around, except within the confines of the island.
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There were reports of meteorites constantly landing in the Soviet Union, Rice, and even within the
range of Taishan. These heavenly meteorites all fell with special energy, and although they were

not large, the locations where they fell were uninhabitable.

After reading these messages, Lin Hao's head ached, he didn't even know what to

do for a moment!

As the heavenly omen fell and the quantum calamity appeared, the evil thoughts
in people's hearts were already being constantly fostered and their good thoughts weakened, and
with such extreme weather forcing them to appear, those people whose evil thoughts were fostered
would naturally appear to be burning, killing and looting in chaos.



Even Lin Hao guessed that every time there was chaos in ancient times, demons
and monsters were rampant, but in fact it was also the effect of the quantum calamity.

Now Lin Hao's definition of the quantum calamity is that the evil thoughts in

people's hearts breed, only to coincide with the extreme weather and harsh environment in which
they breed more powerfully.

Therefore, the calamity is always there, and so is the evil in people's hearts, which
is usually suppressed by the good thoughts in their hearts.

Having figured it out, Lin Hao suddenly felt a little more relaxed, otherwise he
would have been saying that the quantum calamity was coming and that it must be eliminated,
but how the hell could he deal with it without even knowing who and what the enemy was?

Just then, five auras suddenly landed in the villa, and everyone, including Lin

Hao, was so shocked that they rushed out of the courtyard!

Seeing the five people in the courtyard, Lin Hao's face was wonderfully pale.

These few people, he actually knew three of them! He didn't know any of the

others, but Lin Hao could clearly feel the terrifying aura of these people, the aura was actually
extremely similar to even Lin Cangdou's, which shocked Lin Hao, because of the two people he
knew, there was never such aura!

These two people Lin Hao had seen before! They had even fought each other!



One of them was the European Patriarch, and the other one was none other than

Chen Beixuan!

However, Lin Hao knew very well the strength of Chen Beixuan and the European

Patriarch, but Lin Hao couldn't figure out how their auras were so similar to Lin Cangdou's. Lin
Hao even had a feeling that all five of them were beyond the level of Xuan Shi!

As for the other two, Lin Hao didn't recognise them.

Beside Lin Cangdou, there was a standing polar bear with a tiger's back and a

bear's waist, emitting an appalling aura, but this gave the bear a feeling to Lin Hao that this was a
person ......

Next to Chen Bei Xuan, stood another woman Lin Hao did not recognize, wearing
golden armor image of a western female warrior, soft and beautiful, the face of an angel, the body
of a devil, its back had three pairs of wings condensed by white light.

It was quite similar to the six-winged angels in mythology.

"Lin Xuan Yuan, listen to the order!" Lin Cang Dou shouted aloud, his voice was
majestic and solemn, like a divine decree, causing Lin Hao's surrounding body to tremble

violently, his heart and soul trembling, Lin Hao took a step forward and slightly arched his hand:
"Lin Xuan Yuan is here!"



"If you have the approval of the Xuan Yuan Sword and are the one who is

recognized by your teacher, then you should perform the deeds of a saint in the body of a mortal,
do you know that?"

"You know that!"

As Lin Cangdou's words fell, those four remaining people also shouted in unison.

"I ...... I don't know ......" Lin Hao said with a stiff upper lip as he realized that he
had been pulled into a domain by several people, and the conversation between them was

completely inaudible to Shen Xiyan and the others in the courtyard, except for the six people
present.

Lin Hao also? intentionally serve dyed Yi Shan Yi Shan? It was the truth, he really
didn't know ah, how to perform the deeds of a saint with a mortal body?

"Brat, do you know what the quantum leap is yet?" Chen Bei Xuan glared
viciously at Lin Hao, not knowing if he still remembered his previous grudge, Chen Bei Xuan was
not even a bit nice to Lin Hao ah.

"I can probably guess something, the quantum calamity is probably the evil

thoughts in people's hearts, whenever there is chaos, the heaven and earth suddenly have

abnormalities, coupled with the circumstances forced, the evil thoughts turn to suppress the good
thoughts in their hearts, so the cholera rises in all directions, this is the quantum calamity." Lin
Hao explained stiffly, that was all he had guessed.



The five men nodded: "You are right, but not entirely right, every time there is
chaos evil thoughts are born and cholera rises. This is a normal situation, but the quantum
calamity is not, the quantum calamity was born in response to the end of the era, the quantum
calamity is the root that led to the extreme changes in the environment of heaven and earth today,
and the trigger for the evil thoughts, you can understand it as the heavenly calamity."
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"Whether it is the era of martial cultivation or the previous era of Dharma cultivation, it is all
against the heavens, the cause accumulated from one era, that fruit naturally ripens at the end of

the era, but you don't need to know too much is all."

Lin Hao nodded his head with seeming understanding.

He seemed to understand, but then again, he didn't.

Seeing Lin Hao's expression, Lin Cang Dao was probably able to guess something,
and arched his hand towards the next few people, "Alright gentlemen, it's time to go back, I'll
give him some clarity alone."

"Thank you, big brother." Chen Bei Xuan arched his hand and left.

The three remaining strong men who did not belong to China also arched their
hands, "Thank you, Eldest Brother."



Lin Hao: ????

Crap, this, these five great powers from different regions come from the same

master?

As the others left, Lin Cang Dao smiled amiably at Lin Hao, "There's no need to

delve into this, it's useless for you to know, we don't come back often, unless there are some
things that we have to do."

"That war bear, is from the Soviet side, as for that angelic image woman, she is
from the Rice side, as for that bishop, is the true head of the European Church, while Chen Bei
Xuan and I are from China."

Lin Hao was still very puzzled, "This is not right, this time it feels like they are so
strong, that bishop of the Holy See I have beaten up, besides, Chen Bei Xuan he is not the one who
is in the early stage of Xuan Master ah, my grandmother can beat him up."

"Is that so?" Lin Cang Dao looked at Lin Hao with a smirk, "Then are you seriously
sure that you were facing them in person?"

Eh?

Lin Hao was dumbfounded, he had never thought about this.



When he thought about it, he was relieved that, well, it seemed to be the case.

"Well, since you know the root of this change, but you don't know what to do, do
you?" Lin Cang Dao looked at Lin Hao with a smile, "This is the third quantum calamity in the

world of mankind, so guess when two of them happened from?"

It had happened twice before?

Lin Hao frowned and thought about it, but only one came to mind, and that was

the end of the Age of Saints, that one should be the quantum calamity from that time, and after

that was the arrival of the High Martial Age.

"No, that time was just an excuse, the saints fought and eventually fell partially,
destroying the world's canon leaving behind the High Martial Canon, in fact ...... it can be said
that the saint era continued into the High Martial Era, and the third quantum calamity that should

have erupted at that time was left until today by some people's calculations. " Lin Hao was all
dumbfounded when Lin Cangdou's words came out.

Sacrificing some of the saints and using human power to delay the quantum

tribulation until now!

"Lin Hao, I solemnly remind you! You are an important pawn in the contest of the
Great Ones, you are now the equivalent of Jiang Ziya in the Age of the Sealed Gods and Sun

Monkey in the Journey to theWest." After saying this, Lin Cang Dao waved his hand and injected
a stream of information into Lin Hao's mind, "Let you know the real truth hidden in the myths,
this is your mission, and don't become a gun in the hands of others!"



After all this, Lin Cangdou left, but Lin Hao was frozen in place, this, this
mythology actually hid a monstrous conspiracy, it was all the calculations of those powerful
people!

The world was a chessboard, and the world was all pawns.

In the battle of the feudal gods, King Wu's conquest of Zhou seemed to be a great
trend, with a mandate from heaven and the help of Jiang Ziya and many gods and immortals!

In reality, King Zhou was just a pawn!

Those who had helped King Zhou were naturally suppressed by other high masters,
and those who took part in the battle were only disciples of those high masters who were involved.

Those who took part in the battle were just the disciples of those involved, such as
Erlang Shen Yang Jian and Nezha!

Jiang Ziya, on the other hand, was an important pawn and a key player in this!

King Wu conquered Zhou, and all the people returned to their hearts, and the

Mandate of Heaven was fulfilled! The people? The people are now in favour of the Emperor! The
people's will was to be fulfilled, so peace was ushered in, the calamities were dispersed, and good
thoughts overpowered evil ones.



This is the story of the Battle of the Gods, but in reality it is a reckoning by the

High Ones, the dissolution of the quantum calamity is one of them, the real one is the suppression
of the other High Ones.
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At every level, the battle is on!

For example, in China, the military forces have never stopped fighting against the

military forces of other countries, outwardly harmonious, but secretly mothering each other and

getting closer.

This is true for ordinary people, and also for the martial arts world, and even more
so at higher levels.

This is what Lin Cangdou told him, don't look at those few people just now to be

polite to him, in fact they all hate each other so much that they can't kill each other, just can't help
each other, the only way is through other calculations.

So, this present quantum leap is also a bargaining chip for these mutual secret

calculations.

And the Journey to the West is also a reckoning!



The Tang monk is the reincarnation of the Golden Cicada, a pawn laid by the

Buddhist masters, but of course other forces are also involved, such as the Heavenly Court, which
sends down the Pig and Sha monks. The Dragon tribe, on the other hand, sent out the White

Dragon Horse, the Monkey King was the chosen pawn, and the Heavenly Court cooperated in the
play.

That's how monkeys play monkeys!

In that one calamity, the Buddha's teachings were transmitted to the east, and only
a few demons were killed, and with all the calculations, that calamity was defeated.

But what was brought about was the great prosperity of the Buddhist sect, and all
the great men were benefited, and those who did not participate were vaguely suppressed, and
even their qi dissipated and disappeared.

......

"Lin Hao? Lin Hao, you don't scare me, what just happened?" Shen Xiyan shook
Lin Hao violently, really frightened.

"Brother, don't scare me, what's wrong?" Lei Ling was also scared enough.

Only then did Lin Hao slowly come back to his senses and said with a frown,
"What's wrong? Did something happen?"



"You guy is scaring people to death." Jun Wu Ren looked at Lin Hao speechlessly,
"Brother Lin, you don't know how frightening you were just now, just now you suddenly rushed

out of the courtyard, only to come out and stand there, not moving, no matter how much you were

shouted at, it was useless.

Lin Hao shook his head, "I'm fine, you guys don't need to worry."

Just as Lin Hao looked at Lei Ling who was beside him, and then looked at Xu

Linglong who looked a little complicated in the distance, Lin Hao let out a bitter smile, at this
moment, he understood.

Perhaps they themselves did not know that they had actually been calculated step
by step long ago, and arranged to be pawns by their side, just for this moment to come to assist
them.

Lin Hao understood the meaning of Lin Cangdou's words when he was leaving.
He had a selfish heart, because Lin Hao was a member of the Lin family, and more importantly,
Lin Cangdou he was a Chinese.

With all these high-flyers gaming, Lin Hao decided to quit!

But, as a Chinese, what he should do, he still had to do! Otherwise wouldn't he be
ashamed of the sword in his hand and have no face to see his family.



"Go, follow me to the meeting room!" Lin Hao clenched his fist and walked

straight towards the conference room.

It didn't take long for everyone to enter the meeting room!

Everyone looked at Lin Hao and didn't dare to speak, it was the first time they
saw Lin Hao with such a serious expression.

"Are you Chinese people?"

The crowd:?

An odd face, what do you mean? If they weren't Chinese, couldn't they still be

from the East?

"I'm asking you guys, aren't you!" Lin Hao raised his volume and shouted angrily

when he saw no reaction from everyone.

"Yes! We are Chinese!"

The crowd shouted loudly.



Bang, bang!

Lin Hao heaved the Dragon Lord's Decree as well as the Xuan Yuan Sword onto

the table!

"Within Huaxia, seeing the Dragon Lord's Decree is like seeing the Dragon Lord!
Next, any order I give, everyone must go and obey it!"

"Yes!"

Everyone had a vague feeling that something big was about to happen, with Lin
Hao glowering in the courtyard just now, plus the fact that the whole world was now in a mess

because of these extreme weather, naturally something big was going to happen.

Only, before Lin Hao could say anything, Yuan Wu's voice suddenly sounded

outside the door, "Dragon Gate Town Guard Yuan Wu, there is something important to inform Lin

Xuan Yuan!" Lin Hao frowned, Yuan Wu had actually come too, now among the Dragon Sect,
Yuan Wu was already considered to have overpowered the other three town guards and had
vaguely become the head of the Dragon Sect, but the Dragon Sect absolutely obeyed the orders of
the Dragon Master of China.

Lin Hao knew that at this time Yuan Wu had come to find himself, ? Wu Pai Yi

Fei Di Ai Er? For what matter, he could probably guess.
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"Town Guard Yuanwu, do you want to talk to me in private, or?" Lin Hao stepped out to look at

Yuan Wu, his side was also ready to make arrangements to go down, and he already knew what

to do.

But since Yuan Wu had come over, it was natural to talk to the other party.

It had been some days since they had seen each other, and Yuan Wu's strength
had even improved a lot.

"All can, after all, it does not take much? Xifu zero love Xisan zero land? long,
this news will also be announced within China." YuanWu smiled, his face also full of helplessness
and worry.

Lin Hao invited Yuan Wu into the meeting room, and Yuan Wu directly took out

the Dragon Lord Order, which Lin Hao also had a piece of on him, and Lin Hao took it out as well.

When Yuan Wu saw the Dragon Lord Order, he couldn't help but freeze, and after
a long time he said breathlessly, "I should have told you that you had one too, then I wouldn't
have had to make the trip myself."

Lin Hao grinned lightly, "In that case, I already know the purpose of your visit, in
fact, I have been working on it, I'm just more curious now, what does the higher-ups probably
mean? What measures are to be taken?"



Yuan Wu nodded and explained to Lin Hao that the higher-ups had already

dispatched their troops, especially the border military defences, which had been put into a state of
first-class war readiness, and had temporarily shut down the entry requirements for non-Hua Xia
personnel.

At the same time, all countries have evacuated their nationals. If the situation were
as usual, a large-scale evacuation would mean the imminent outbreak of war.

Now, however, it is anyone's guess, but the troops are ready to fight.

But on the Chinese side one is on the defensive and more focused on dealing with
natural disasters and rescuing people from them.

Visions are frequent, and every now and then a place will pop up where even a

martial artist can't get close to a territory, and it would be a disaster for that ordinary citizen to be

in its vicinity.

Especially this sudden snowstorm in the south, which caused a large number of

crops and people to be affected, there have been a huge number of casualties recorded, police and
civilian teams and even the army have been sent out, but the situation is still not optimistic!

The situation is still not good! With this sudden change, this season's crops are
almost extinct, but of course, the reserve granaries at the top have been fully opened to release

food.



There is also the current martial arts rebellion which is more difficult to manage,
with fights of all sizes going on and even civilian crime rates soaring wildly.

The Dragon Sect's four great town guards, the eight great war gods and all of the
Dragon Sect's departments have been dispatched out, and the Dragon Sect is calling on all

aspiring men and women to please join the relief effort, all martial artists should put aside their

strife! Protect our China!

The Dragon Sect demands that all those who have reached the late stage of Grand
Master, but are classified as resources in times of war, are not allowed to participate in the fight,
otherwise, if found, the Dragon Sect will be killed.

Nowadays, the Dragon Sect's four main town guards had been dispatched out to

guard the four directions, and it was Yuan Wu who was sitting in the south, which was now the

most severely affected, and the situation was by far the most chaotic and headache-inducing.

Lin Hao's brow furrowed, "This means that anyone who has reached the late stage
of Grand Master is not allowed to do anything?"

Then wouldn't the people he was going to dispatch be useless? After all, there was
no way for them to make a move.

This also meant that all those above the late Grand Master stage would only be
able to listen to the dispatch from above, and if they were discovered acting privately, the results
would be self-evident.



In front of the state machine, even a peak Grand Master powerhouse was not an

existence that could do whatever it wanted.

Yuan Wu looked at Lin Hao speechlessly, "This order was given with the Dragon
Master's order, well, since you know what to do, I won't say anything more, let's go."

Yuan Wu turned around and left, leaving Lin Hao who was frozen in place.

What do you mean?

The Dragon Master's Order?

Wouldn't that mean that the orders issued by the Dragon Sect were invalid for him?
Or that every word he said from now on carried no less weight than the Dragon Sect?

Phew!

Lin Hao exhaled a foul breath, Yuan Wu's hint was obvious enough, if he didn't
understand it again, then he would really be foolish.

Lin Hao told everyone to sit down, then called Chen Tianyue, Lin Hao ordered
Chen Tianyue's Heaven Sent Justice team to ask about the current situation of the attack on those

groups' stock markets.
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Chen Tianyue said that it was a difficult bone to chew, but a few had already been smashed

empty, they were tearing down the east wall and mending the west wall, it wouldn't take much
time to bring the other side down.

Lin Hao frowned, this was a time to be united and deal with internal problems, not
a time to fight each other internally.

"Contact them, see if they are willing to let go, if so we withdraw with a guarantee

of no losses, then go sweep the overseas market as fast as we can, all the funds to dovetail with the
Tianhai Group, right now, we need a lot of money." Lin Hao thought about it, "If they're not
willing to let go, then keep fighting down the road! But transfer as much cash flow as possible, we
need it extremely now!"

"I understand." Chen Tianyue hung up the phone.

Lin Hao arranged Xu Linglong to protect Chen Tianyue and their team again, after
all, this team was still sweeping through the overseas market next, the level of danger was
naturally skyrocketing, so with Xu Linglong, a strong person, going forward to protect them, it
was still safe at least.

Xu Linglong hesitated for a moment and nodded her head in agreement. Her
mission was to follow Lin Hao's orders, not to mention that Lin Hao had taken out his Dragon

Lord Order. In fact, Xu Linglong also sensed that Lin Hao was deliberately transferring himself

away from him, it seemed that the additional mission that Master Chen Bei Xuan had asked her to

carry out had already turned Lin Hao off a little ah, and had already started to avoid suspicion.



"Mo Tianji, listen to the order! You are in charge of the Tianhai Group's financial
team and the interface with Chen Tianyue's team!"

"Yes!" Mo Tianji nodded solemnly.

"Gu Nansheng, listen to the order, all the management of the group, leave it to
you."

"Xiyan, Qingcheng, the two of you, take charge of the docking work, your work is
most important, you have to implement all the payments and confirm that the money reaches the

people who need it and the things go to the people they need." Lin Hao had already completed the
planning in the shortest possible time.

The Tianhai Group was a hundred billion dollar group, and with the previous

battle with those two major groups, it had caused the volume of the Tianhai Group to soar and the
stock to go red.

The volume of a 200-300 billion dollar group is very large, involving all walks
of life and almost every kind of resource.

Lin Hao's request was that all the industries under the Tianhai Group maintain their
cost prices and start producing at overload to provide for the needs of the people!



It was said to maintain the cost price, but in reality, the Tianhai Group was still in
a loss-making state, after all, there were many other losses, but such a large group could sustain

itself.

What Lin Hao wants is this effect, let the Tianhai Group? Lu Fu Lu Closed Lu Xi

Ai Yi? form the impression of a conscientious group in the hearts of the people, and of course, it
was indeed to fund them.

Now a large amount of money will need to be provided by Chen Tianyue's team
to start a steady stream. At the same time, it was announced that all the cash currently owned by

the Tianhai Group, all taken out to set up a separate charity fund, as a special payment for this
disaster relief, earmarked for that purpose, and all Shen Xiyan and Lin Qingcheng have to do is to
implement the money, to whose hands it should go!

After hearing Lin Hao's order, almost no one objected, they all solemnly and
seriously agreed and went to follow Lin Hao's request to start making arrangements.

Lin Hao didn't care what effect this would have on those high-ups behind the

scenes, and what benefits they would be able to gain!

After learning the historical truths, or the truths hidden in the mythology, Lin
Hao's mentality also changed.

All he knew was that as a Chinese, he should do what he could do, and as for the
rest, Lin Hao did not think much about it.



"What about me what about me?What about me, brother?" Lei Ling looked at Lin
Hao anxiously, why did everyone have a mission and not her ah, thanks to her waiting with
anticipation just now.

As a result, after waiting for half a day, Lin Hao had no intention of giving her a

task at all, which made Lei Ling feel uncomfortable as hell.
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Lin Hao pinched Lei Ling's tender cheeks, causing Lei Ling to pout her lips in discontent.

"Your mission is to protect me, ah, such an important task, I'm only comfortable

leaving it to you too." Lin Hao smiled as he looked at Lei Ling.

"Really? That would be great." Lei Ling looked cheerful and incomparably happy.

The next news released by the Tianhai Group, as well as the announcement of the
amount of the charity fund established, and the fact that the measures were open and transparent,
and that all the money could be traced back to the source, was a news that caused the people of

Tianhai to boil up.

The news then began to spread out, causing many people to boil up and be happy,
but there was still a large portion of malicious speculation about the Tianhai Group's intentions.



There is still a large number of malicious speculations about Tianhai Group's
intentions, such as that they are taking advantage of the opportunity to sell expired or substandard
products at low prices, saying that they are at cost, but in fact they are making a lot of money, and
so on.

After all, no one knows how many charitable organisations have actually gone to

where the money has gone and where it has gone.

The so-called open and transparent, but also all nonsense, and no one has seen it

with their own eyes, naturally will not believe, this kind of people are equivalent to pure

barbarians, anyway, the sound of opposition, questioning is very fierce.

The keyboard warriors themselves don't care whether you are right or wrong, they
just call you names and dislike you, and at a time like this, when many people need an outlet for
their emotions, news and announcements such as these become their constant target.

And those who are not used to seeing these keyboard warriors naturally follow suit
and dislike each other.

Compared to the chaos in real life, the situation on the internet is even more
disastrous. Against this backdrop, where evil thoughts breed and in an era when freedom of

expression is celebrated, the internet has become a vent for these people.

The relevant measures have already been implemented, but with little success, the
situation is really not optimistic, and no one knows how long this situation will continue.



Naturally, Lin Hao also went online to have a look and was helpless. These people
are still living too comfortably after all, not knowing that the real crisis is of their own making!

Even Lin Hao remembered a saying circulating on the internet earlier: It's all
Grandpa Yuan's fault for letting certain people eat too much.

These remarks made Shen Xiyan and Lin Qingcheng's work advancement
progress, and there was a big problem with the progress being delayed.

"Make a video of what was actually done with facts and put it out for them to see,
as well as find a comparison video of the current situation abroad and put it up as a comparison
piece by piece, as well as the volunteers we arranged to go to the disaster relief site." Lin Hao
pointed out a clear path to Shen Xi Yan.

Soon, Shen Xiyan did as she was told and put the video out: there is no such thing
as a quiet year, it's someone carrying the weight for you! Do what you can, do your part!

Once this news came out, it did silence a lot of the cursing above, but of course,
the barbs were still there, and the cursing still continued, only that a lot of people had already

backed off.

Although emotions can easily affect people, and so can evil thoughts, people are
after all emotional creatures, and once they calm down a little, they will figure out that they
shouldn't do this.



This news was also forwarded by the official media, and the impact was even

greater,? 依闭闭伍拂拂珊侍染? for more people to see.

At this time, what is most needed is such positive energy. The influence of the
Tianhai Group began to gradually increase, and one after another, more group companies, or
private individuals, have joined the Tianhai Group's plan.

Regardless of whether these people were doing it for the sake of fame or whether
they really wanted to do what they could for the people in the disaster areas, whatever their initial
intentions were, they could not change the fact that they really did donate money, and the money
was really put into the hands of the people in need under the arrangement of the charities.

Therefore Lin Hao does not resent those who donate for the sake of fame, as long
as he is really donating money and it reaches those in need, then that is fine.

Chapter 1828

Lin Hao had planned to take Lei Ling for a walk to the severely affected areas. After watching the
videos of the affected areas, Lin Hao was also very anxious, the town in the south was severely
affected, the whole town was completely covered with ice and snow, the power lines were falling
down with ice slag, and the electricity was completely cut off.

How horrible is it to be without electricity when the world is so frozen?

With the thick snow, it was impossible to get around, cars couldn't walk and it

was incredibly difficult to walk on foot, so many supplies couldn't get in at all and most could

only be airdropped.



But there were fewer resources to airdrop, and most importantly, such airdrops, if
no one on the ground was responsible for managing them, in some places resulted in looting.

There was no way to avoid this, not to mention it was only an isolated case.

But before Lin Hao could move, he received a call from Lin Yun, who informed
Lin Hao that the siege of the Lin and Lei families by many families had come to an end because
the Dragon Sect had suddenly ordered it with the Dragon Master's order in hand.

But this attack, the Lin family and the Lei family's love? The situation is still very

serious. The situation is still extremely serious, more than half of the side clansmen betrayed the
family, and during the siege, many of the family's strongest people were damaged, and the

industry also suffered some impact.

The main thing is that Lin Yun wants Lin Hao to make a trip back to Jinling
quickly, because the old lady Xu Fang Hua was injured in this battle, somewhat seriously.

When Lin Hao heard this, his face turned green, these sons of bitches, how could

they spare a hand on an old lady!

Lin Hao said nothing and booked a ticket to go back with Lei Ling, only to be told
that many airports had been grounded because of the heavy snow and wind, and that all passenger
planes had been changed to transport planes, as well as special transport planes had all been put

into use.



Lin Hao thought about it and took out the Xuan Yuan Sword, which glowed with a
faint golden light. Lin Hao leapt up and landed on top of the suspended Xuan Yuan Sword with Lei
Ling, running the third form of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, the Sword Domain Divine

Movement, and flying with the sword!

The snow and ice in the south are so bad that many transportations are basically

unusable, although the work of clearing the roads has been going on, but with little success, just
after clearing, the cars passed not a while ago, they had to be covered with ice and snow again.

Rail, road and air transport are all difficult.

This was the worst of all, the disaster areas lacked supplies and could not travel to

buy them, while the relief teams outside, as well as the resources, could not be sent in.

Along the way, Lin Hao saw countless relief workers, they were soldiers, police
officers, and ordinary people, although the roads were difficult and it was hard to move an inch.

But they flew to the disaster area with supplies almost by hand, one after another,
even though they themselves would consume a lot of the supplies they carried on the way, but
they all knew that the people in the disaster area were waiting for them.

They had tried all sorts of methods, so to speak, to get the supplies to the trapped
people.



Lin Hao looked up to the sky and sighed longingly, looking at the flakes of snow
falling, such a beautiful and pretty landscape, but at the moment it was full of slaughter and
ruthlessness, making Lin Hao feel a bone chilling cold.

Lei Ling had long since turned into a tearful man.

There was an old man who left his only rations for his children to save them, while
the old man starved to death and froze in the house.

When Lin Hao arrived, the old man was already silent and the child was also

dying, so Lin Hao had to take the child to where he was supposed to go.

There were also those who were halfway to the disaster area, transporting supplies
on foot and fell off a cliff because the snow and ice were too slippery, or those whose supplies
trucks were going hard but were suddenly covered by snow and ice.

Lin Hao tried his best to save people, but in the end he found out that human

strength is sometimes limited, and that his strength is even more feeble in the face of nature's
terrible destructive power.

It took Lin Hao and Lei Ling two more days to get back to the Lin family in
Jinling. Both of them were physically and mentally exhausted, and although it was hard to bear,
Lin Hao was still relatively relieved because this was China, so many lovely people were going
forward and carrying the weight, and with them, Lin Hao believed that the saying that man will

win is not wrong.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1829-1830



Chapter 1829

"What took you guys so long to come back." Lin Hao had just landed at the Lin family compound
when Lin Yun had sensed it and flashed in, slightly chastised and displeased. Just seeing the two
with faces full of exhaustion and Nan Guo, Lin Yun froze, "What's wrong with you guys?"

"Oooh, Lord Mother." Lei Ling, on the other hand, flew straight into Lin Yun's
arms in tears, unable to say anything else.

Lin Yun hugged Lei Ling heartily, while Lin Hao said helplessly, "We were passing

by the disaster area."

Seeing Lin Hao say this, Lin Yun already knew and nodded gently, "I know, don't
think about it so much, you just need to feel that you have a clear conscience, our ability is
limited and life still goes on."

"Well, I understand all the reasons, by the way, how is Grandma doing? Is her

health better?" Lin Hao was still worried about Xu Fang Hua, after all, the old lady gave him the

feeling of really being loved like a relative.

"My good grandson is back? Great, grandma has missed you so much." As soon
as Lin Hao's words fell, Xu Fanghua walked out of the house with quick steps, his dragon walk
appearance, and although his face was wrinkled, he still looked rosy.

Lin Hao:?



Can someone explain what's going on?

"What's wrong Little Hao, not happy to see Grandma?" Seeing Lin Hao in a daze,
Xu Fanghua was a little surprised.

"No, aren't you sick, grandma?" Lin Hao scratched his head, "Auntie said you

were sick and asked me to make a trip home quickly, but you look ......"

"Aiyo, it's true, I forgot I was still sick if you didn't say so, hey, it seems it's all
because my eldest grandson was so happy to be back that he forgot he was still sick." Xu Fanghua
was stunned, and then quickly reacted, that performance was simply more refined than the old

actor, instantly into the scene, not the slightest trace of acting could be seen.

Lin Hao immediately cried and laughed, grandmother, you can hold that nook to
play into it, too fake, right!

Lin Hao also did not poke holes in it, concerned to help the old lady back to the

house, and accompanied the old lady chatting for a while, and only then left.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a lot of
money from the internet.

When he came out of the old lady's room, Lin Hao saw that Lin Yun was actually

waiting for him in the courtyard.When he saw Lin Hao come out, Lin Yun gestured for Lin Hao to
follow her.



The two of them went to Lin Yun's study, Lin Yun poured a cup of tea for Lin Hao:
"Feel free to sit down, this time, calling you back is not only that your grandmother misses you,
there is also a problem that you have to come back, the Lin family needs you as the young master
to step in."

"Got into trouble?"

"Well, it's troublesome." Lin Yun was also helpless, "Late Grand Master i.e. above,
as the country's wartime resource reserve, it's no longer allowed to make a move, we naturally
can't make a move, these guys have no intention of letting us off the hook."

"The craziest would be the Mountain Moving Clan, they are frantically using their
numerical advantage against us, one of the main problems is that they are incomparably crazy and

may even pick? Earth Zero Serving West Shanxi Wu Xi? Move us out to restrict personnel, they
will do it, break the rules, when the time comes, the punishment may also be us," Lin Yun told Lin
Hao, the governance of each place issued under the Dragon Sect warrant.

And the Dragon Sect's branch in Jinling would not have the ability to suppress

these families, after all, if you don't have the strength to shock the curmudgeons, then the rules set
by such a department, then it would be null and void.

So the branch of the Dragon Sect in Jinling decided to set the rules according to
the requirements of the Dragon Sect, to fight within the allowed limits, and the strongest people

who exceeded the limits, if they easily stepped in to participate, then they would be touching the

bottom line, and whoever started it would be responsible.



Lin Hao grinned, "I see, it seems like those guys from the Mountain Moving Sect

are on the verge of death, frantically testing na?"

"That's not even you guys causing the trouble." Lin Yun was speechless, if Lin Hao
hadn't secretly brought Lei Ling to steal his home, the little family fortune that the Mountain

Moving Clan had accumulated for a thousand years would have all been dried up, and most of all,
even the mountain gate was covered by the thunder mang, the Mountain Moving Clan could never
return to the mountain gate again, it was also bad luck.

Chapter 1830

So in the final analysis, they could all persuade their sorrows and grievances to be spread on Lin

Hao, who did not return, then they naturally tangled with the Lin family like mad dogs that would
not stop.

"What are you afraid of, aunt? Besides, I also want to attract the other side's
attention, to save Zhao from Wei, besides, even if we don't do that, the other side may not let us
go." Lin Hao stretched his back, then he stilled the Dragon Lord Order on the table, "From now on,
in this realm of Jinling, the rules, I set them!" Seeing the Dragon Lord Decree that Lin Hao

suddenly took out, Lin Yun was stunned, but quickly came back to his senses and looked at Lin

Hao with a frown, "Little Hao, do this thing of yours mean anything?"

"Means what? It means that the Dragon Master approves, it means that the orders
that the Dragon Sect can issue, I am able to issue orders as usual, I am the Dragon Master's
spokesperson." Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders, could he not know such a simple truth? "

"Don't you ...... know what this thing represents behind the scenes? It's a total
yang conspiracy, yang conspiracy? Di Lu Xi zero closed love to cover the intention? Ah! You are
a gun, a gun for others to kill." Lin Yun was aware of the contents of the plan, and when this



Dragon Lord Order appeared, Lin Yun knew that the chess game specially laid out for Lin Hao had

begun.

"None of my business!" Lin Hao rolled his eyes, "I only know two things, firstly,
to protect the people I care about, and secondly, as a Chinese, to do what I need to do."

Lin Yun:!!!

Lin Yun was all stunned, still, could it still be explained like that?

"Back then, Jiang Ziya ended things and became a god with complete merit,
while Sun Monkey, returned from the scriptures and became the Buddha of Dou Sheng, being a
pawn wasn't so bad as being pitted to death, was it?" Lin Hao grinned, not really caring, "Besides,
I'm not like them."

When Lin Yun heard Lin Hao say that, a faint smile also bloomed on her face as

she nodded gently, "Alright, you just know what you're doing anyway."

As the saying goes, if you don't take up karma, you won't enter the cycle of
reincarnation, so since you are in the situation, how can you not be held in check?

But as long as one is able to do what one willingly does without being affected in
the midst of the ties.



Or once a person has a tether, he is bound to enter the game.

"In what capacity do you intend to enter the game? Since you have returned and

this Golden Dragon Sect is not acting, it's time for you to make something happen, ah." Lin Yun
did hope that she could let Lin Hao hold the Lin family together, this was what the elders had high
hopes for and what Xu Fanghua wanted.

Even if Lin Yun was a son or daughter of the Lin family, she was after all a
daughter, and if she continued to run the Lin family, not to mention the displeasure of the side
lines, the old lady and Lin Rui would always have some hard feelings.

"Let's have a family meeting, and at the same time inform the clan that everything

is in line with the actions above." Lin Hao thought about it, it was better to use this dragon lord
order sparingly, the identity of the young lord of the Lin family was more appropriate, perhaps this
was the reason why Chen Bei Xuan had calculated to this point in the first place, giving Lin Hao

the choice of two paths.

Lin Yun smiled and nodded: "Good, when the Lin family meeting is over, I will
inform the Lei family of the content as it is, in addition it is time for Ling'er to come forward,
although Ah Hu's strength has improved, but since the beginning he is the person I have arranged
to protect Ling'er, he will never be able to control the Lei family."

Lin Hao's eyebrows twitched gently: "Aunt you are not afraid that Ah Hu will

make other unusual moves? I don't mean anything else ......"



Lin Hao just wanted to raise his heart, afraid that Ah Hu might have different

intentions, this was his concern as Lei Ling's brother, purely worried about Lei Ling, and did not

mean to speculate about Ah Hu with malice.

Lin Yun shook his head: "I understand what you mean, I naturally have some
considerations."

Thinking about it, Lin Yun had been able to run two clans for so long, how could

she not think of such a simple issue?

Therefore, Lin Hao did not say anything more, and soon, the twelve
representatives of the Lin family entered the core meeting room of the family, these were the real
core people who remained in the Lin family at present, and those who could be trusted, after this
incident, although a large part of the Lin family had rebelled and left, those who could stay were

definitely loyal to the family.
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